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whom it was thought a shame to destroy. She had not been with her preservers many days before she said, " Why do you never eat man's flesh ? for if you once ate that, you would never wish to eat anything else again." My mother made an excursion from Fotheringham to see Panmure, where the housekeeper said to her that her Lord* was " very bad, for he had not killed a single least that year."
To my mother.
"August 22. I went early by rail to Stonehaven and walked to Dunottar. The sea was of the softest Mediterranean blue, and the walk along the edge of the cliffs, through the cornfields, looking down first on the old town and then on the different little coves with their curiously twisted and richly coloured rocks, most delightful. The castle is hidden by the uplands at first, but crowns the ridge of a magnificent rock, which runs far out into the sea, with a line of battered towers. In the depths are reefs covered with seaweed, between which the sea flows up in deep green pools.
"A narrow ledge of rock, of which you can scarcely
make out whether it is natural or artificial, connects the
castle with the mainland, and here through an arch in the
wall you look down into a second bay, where the precipices,
crested by a huge red fragment of tower, descend direct
upon the water. High up in one of the turrets lives the
keeper, a girl, who said that she was so used to climbing,
that she could go anywhere where there was the least rest
for the sole of her foot; that she did not care to have any
thing to hold on by, and had never known what it was to
be giddy. The ' Whigs' Vault' is shown, in which a hun
dred and twenty Covenanters were chained, and, beneath
it, the awfully close stifling dungeon in which forty-eight
1 Earl of Dalhousie.	4

